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Abstract

A compact and portable solar absorption spectrometer based on fibre-optic Fabry–
Perot technology has been built and tested. The instrument weighs only 4.2 kg and
operates from 5 W of power from internal batteries. It provides spectroscopy over the
range from 5980–6580 cm−1 (1.52–1.67 µm) at a resolution of 0.16 cm−1. The input to5

the spectrometer is via single-mode optical fibre from a solar tracking system. Spec-
tral scanning is carried out with a piezoelectrically scanned fibre Fabry–Perot tunable
filter. Software has been developed to calibrate the spectra in wavelength and relative
flux. The signal to noise ratio in solar spectra is about 700 for a spectrum scanned at
200 milliseconds per spectral point. The techniques used should be capable of being10

adapted to a range of wavelengths and to higher or lower resolutions.

1 Introduction

The measurement of absorption lines in the spectrum of the sun has become an im-
portant technique for studying atmospheric composition. Such measurements can de-
termine the column density of a range of atmospheric trace gases, including important15

greenhouse gases such as CO2 and CH4. These ground-based measurements provide
important data on the carbon cycle and can be used to validate space-based instru-
ments such as SCIAMACHY (Dils et al., 2006), TANSO-FTS on GOSAT (Suto et al.,
2010), and OCO-2 (Crisp, 2008).

The standard instruments used for such studies are large laboratory Fourier Trans-20

form Spectrometers (FTS) such as the Bruker IFS 125HR and similar instruments used
in the Total Carbon Column Observing Network (TCCON, Wunch et al., 2011) and Net-
work for the Detection of Atmospheric Composition Change (NDACC). These are ex-
pensive high-precision instruments requring a stable support platform, air-conditioned
laboratory space and support infrastructure.25
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Recently there has been investigation of the possibility of making similar measure-
ments with smaller, more portable and lower cost instruments. This could enable the
establishment of larger networks and the installation of instruments in remote loca-
tions with limited infrastructure. Petri et al. (2012) and Gisi et al. (2012) have de-
scribed the use of smaller, and hence lower resolution Fourier-Transform spectrom-5

eters, while Kawasaki et al. (2012) describes the use of an optical spectrum analyser
(OSA) based on a grating spectrometer. However, with either a grating spectrometer
or a FTS a smaller instrument generally means a lower spectral resolution.

An alternative approach is the use of a Fabry–Perot (FP) intereferometer. Because
a Fabry–Perot etalon folds its light path many times through multiple reflections be-10

tween two highly reflecting plates, high spectral resolutions can be achieved with a very
compact optical system. A Fabry–Perot interferometer for measuring CO2 column has
been described by Wilson et al. (2007). This involved a high-order FP etalon, in which
the order spacing was chosen to match the spacing of the CO2 lines in the 1.57 µm
band. A similar approach based on a fibre FP interferometer has been described by15

Kobayashi et al. (2010).
In contrast to these approaches which are specialist applications based on high order

low finesse (5–9) etalons, the instrument described here uses a very high finesse (∼
5000) FP etalon operating in a relatively low order (∼ 13). The finesse of an etalon is
the ratio of its Free Spectral Range (FSR) to the full-width half maximum (FWHM) of its20

transmission profile. A high finesse means that a large number of independent spectral
points can be scanned making the instrument a true spectrometer capable of observing
substantial spectral ranges. The spectrometer described here is even more compact
and portable than those mentioned above, weighing 4.2 kg, having dimensions of 35×
25×11 cm, and running on internal battery power. It was built for a component cost of25

less than US $10 000.
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2 Instrument description

A schematic diagram of the main elements of the spectrometer is given in Fig. 1. It
consists of the fibre input system on the left of the diagram that is attached to a sun
tracking mount and collects the light. This is connected by an optical fibre patch cord
(type SMF-28 single-mode fibre from Thorlabs) to the spectrometer box itself and the5

spectrometer connects via a USB cable to a laptop computer used for control and data
acquisition.

2.1 Fabry–Perot tunable filter

The spectrometer is based on a fibre-optic Fabry–Perot tunable filter type FFP-TF2
from Micron Optics. These devices are available with a wide range of parameters. The10

specifications of the tunable filter used are listed in Table 1. The device is a Fabry–Perot
etalon constructed entirely in single-mode fibre, and is tuned by means of a piezoelec-
tric transducer (PZT) that adjusts the etalon spacing and hence the transmission wave-
length. The intended wavelength range of the device, as listed by the manufacturer, is
1.52–1.64 µm. However, it has been found to be usable to at least 1.67 µm with only15

a small loss of performance.
The tunable filter is driven by means of an applied drive voltage to the PZT in the

range 0 to 60 V. Electrically the PZT is equivalent to a capacitor of about 2.2 µF, so
requires a drive circuit capable of driving a high-capacitance load. The drive circuit
developed for the spectrometer is based on a high-voltage operational amplifier (Texas20

Instruments OPA 453). To provide the wide voltage range with precisely controlled small
steps, the driver is controlled by two analogue signals. A coarse signal in the range 0–
6 V is amplified with a gain of 10 to generate a voltage somewhere in the 0–60 V range.
The fine input has a gain of 0.5 and voltages in the range 0–10 V thus correspond to
a 5 V range at the output. The two signals are summed to generate the actual drive25

voltage.
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In operation the coarse voltage is used to set the starting point of a spectral scan,
and the scan is performed by adjusting the fine voltage. Typically 1 V corresponds to
about 30 cm−1 in spectral range.

2.2 Detector

The optical signal having passed through the FP is detected with a Femtowatt Pho-5

toreceiver model 2153 from New Focus. This uses a 1 mm diameter InGaAs PIN pho-
todiode detector, and has a conversion gain of 2×1010 V W−1 and a noise equivalent

power (NEP) of ≤ 23fWHz−1/2. It is sensitive to wavelengths from 0.8 to 1.7 µm.

2.3 Computer interface

The spectrometer is interfaced to the control computer via a National Instruments (NI)10

USB-6211 Multifunction Data Acquisition Module. This provides two 16-bit analogue
outputs that are used to generate the coarse and fine control voltages for the FP. It
also has 8 differential or 16 single-ended 16-bit analogue inputs. A differential ana-
logue input is used to measure the detector signal, and other analogue inputs are used
to monitor sensor inputs and system parameters as described below. The interface15

module connects to the computer via a USB cable.

2.4 Power system

Power for the instrument is provided from 6 rechargeable NiMH D-cells. Voltages of
+48 V and −24 V needed for the PZT driver board are generated by a small DC-DC
converter. Stabilised supplies at +5 V and +15 V are generated for the USB-6211 data20

acquisition module and for the sensors, respectively. The USB-6211 module can be
powered either from the spectrometer’s internal power supply, or from the attached
computer via the USB bus.
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The battery voltage, current and supply voltages are monitored from the computer
via analogue inputs on the USB-6211 module.

When powering both the USB-6211 module and the FP driver, the typical power
consumption is 4.7 W and battery life is about 16 h. If the USB-6211 module is powered
from the computer via USB, the remaining spectrometer systems use 1.8 W and battery5

life is about 40 h.
The detector module is powered by its own internal 9 V alkaline battery which has

a lifetime of about 200 h.

2.5 Sensors

Several sensors are incorporated in the spectrometer design to provide useful ancillary10

information. A GPS provides latitude, longitude, altitude and UTC. A high-precision
barometric pressure sensor (Setra Model 278) is also included and measures pres-
sure to an accuracy of ±0.3 hPa with NIST traceable calibration. Temperature sensors
monitor the ambient temperature, and the temperature of the FP device.

2.6 Fibre input15

The fibre input unit uses an aspheric lens of 18.75 mm focal length to focus sunlight
onto the fibre. The lens is sized to match the numerical aperture of the fibre. In front of
the lens is an order-sorting filter. The filter is needed to isolate a single order of the FP,
where the orders are spaced in wavelength by the free spectral range 0.124 µm. Three
filters have been used to cover the range of the spectrometer with central wavelengths20

and bandwidths of 1.55 µm (0.04 µm), 1.58 µm (0.04 µm) and 1.61 µm (0.09 µm).

2.7 Sun tracker

For initial tests of the spectrometer, a low cost (<US $ 2000) sun tracker has been built
using amateur astronomy hardware. It consists of a Coronado Personal Solar Tele-
scope (PST) mounted on a Skywatcher EQ3 SynScan equatorial mount. The telescope25
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is fitted with a CCD camera that can monitor the solar image. The mount’s SynScan
controller supports a solar tracking mode, and fine adjustments to the tracking can be
made based on the solar image from the camera. The fibre input unit is attached to
the same mounting plate as the telescope using a kinematic mount and adjusted to be
boresighted with the telescope.5

While this works well as a tracker, and will track the sun to better than one minute
of arc, it is considerably bulkier and heavier than the spectrometer itself. For a more
portable system a compact sun tracker, such as that described by Gisi et al. (2012)
would be preferable.

2.8 Control and data acquisition software10

Control and data acquisition software for the spectrometer were developed using the
National Instruments LabVIEW graphical programming environment. The software pro-
vides a graphical user interface for monitoring the status of the instrument and perform-
ing spectral scans. A scan is specified by the starting PZT voltage, the number of steps
and the step size in volts. Two scan speeds are provided. A slow speed of one second15

per spectral point and a fast speed of 200 ms per point. The fast speed has normally
been used for solar observations. The software provides a real time display of the spec-
tral data during acquisition, and writes the resulting raw data to files. Each file includes
in addition to the recorded spectral data, a header carrying time, position and sensor
reading information for the start and end of the scan.20

3 Performance and calibration

The raw data recorded by the instrument are in the form of the measured detector
signal in volts at the output of the detector module, as a function of the drive voltage
applied to the PZT. The data require a number of corrections to provide a calibrated
spectrum.25
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3.1 Zero point offset

The detector does not read zero for zero illumination. It has a zero point offset which
is typically in the range of −0.05 to −0.1 V. This offset is recorded by taking a dark
measurement (i.e. with a cover over the optical input) of 200 points at the start and end
of each spectral scan. A linear interpolation between these two measurements is then5

used to subtract zero point offset from each point in the spectral scan.
The zero point offset is found to vary significantly, and appears to be mostly a function

of the temperature of the detector module. Figure 3 shows the offset as a function of
temperature from a number of dark measurements. The temperature is not monitored
at the detector module, so the temperature used in this plot is that measured at the10

Fabry–Perot tunable filter, which is a few centimetres away from the detector. It should
be representative of the temperature at the detector, but small differences may account
for some of the scatter in this diagram. Also included on this plot is a detector noise
measurement from the statistics of the 200 points in each dark observation. It can
be seen that both offset and noise increase with temperature, and hence cooling and15

stabilising the temperature of the detector module would improve its performance and
stability.

After correcting for zero point the data appears as shown in Fig. 4. This represents
a series of spectra recorded on 4 October 2012 with 4000 points scanned at 200 ms
per spectral point (3000 points for the first scan). Such a 4000 point spectrum takes20

13.33 min to record. The spectra are taken at increasing zenith angles, with the sun
close to setting in the final observation.

3.2 Wavenumber calibration

While the applied drive voltage is used to control and scan the Fabry–Perot device,
the relationship between voltage and wavenumber is neither linear nor stable. This is25

due to the property of piezoelectric actuators known as “creep”. When a step voltage
change is applied to the PZT a position step is performed rapidly, but the actuator
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continues to move after the applied step at a rate that slowly decreases – this is the
“creep”. Measurable creep effects can persist for many hours after a large voltage step.
In a device without closed-loop control this creep effect cannot be avoided.

The following procedure has been adopted to minimize the effects of creep in the
spectrometer. Firstly the system is powered up and set to the desired starting volt-5

age for a scan several hours before observations are attempted. The largest creep
response is to the initial turn-on step from zero volts to the desired operating voltage.
Then measurements on any one day are performed in a repeating pattern over the
same wavenumber range. A delay of several minutes is allowed between scans to al-
low recovery from the step from the end position of one scan to the start position of the10

next.
Residual creep effects are still present, the most obvious being a slow drift of spec-

tral features to lower voltages, that can be seen in Fig. 4, which is the creep response
to the initial turn-on step. To calibrate data in wavenumber an internal calibration has
to be performed for each spectral scan. This is possible because the positions of the15

solar and telluric lines in the spectrum are all well determined. The calibration algo-
rithm works as follows. Firstly it locates the stronger absorption lines in the observed
spectrum and measures their position in the raw spectrum as PZT voltage. This list
of lines is then compared with a list of known solar and telluric lines based on line
positions taken from the Kitt Peak solar atlas (Livingston and Wallace, 1991). The so-20

lar line positions are adjusted for the solar Doppler shift. A pattern-matching algorithm
then selects the group of lines in the standard solar line list that best match the group
containing the first 12 to 14 line positions in the observed spectrum, consistent with
a set of constraints on the expected relationship between voltage and wavenumber.
The process is then repeated for a new group of lines starting with the second line in25

the observed spectrum and so on until the last observed line is reached. This gives
a number of possible identifications of each observed line, and a majority vote is used
to determine the best identification.
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This process will in most cases correctly identify the lines in the observed spectrum
automatically. A polynomial fit is then used to fit a relationship bewteen PZT voltage and
wavenumber. Typically an RMS residual to this fit of less than 0.01 cm−1 is obtained.
Figure 5 shows the same set of data as Fig. 4 after calibration in wavenumber.

3.3 Filter response calibration5

After wavenumber calibration the spectra need correction for the wavelength depen-
dent sensitivity of the instrument. The principal contributor to this is the transmission
of the interference filter used as an order sorter. The effects of this can be seen in
Fig. 5 where the edges of the filter bandpass are apparent, but an additional effect is
a periodic ripple in the transmission of the filter with a period of ∼ 4 cm−1 and amplitude10

of ∼ 10 %. Most interference filters show such an effect, even though it is not usually
apparent in the manufacturer’s transmission curves which are scanned at a lower res-
olution.

A calibration curve for this effect is derived as follows. First a model spectrum for
the wavelength region scanned is made. The spectral modelling procedures used are15

described in Kenyi et al. (2012). The process starts with a model for the solar spectrum
as seen at the top of the atmosphere which is obtained by merging the high resolu-
tion Kitt Peak solar data (Livingston and Wallace, 1991) with the lower resolution, but
flux calibrated, synthetic solar spectrum of Kurucz (http://kurucz.harvard.edu/papers/
irradiance/solarirr.tab). The transmission spectrum of the atmosphere is then calcu-20

lated using the radiative transfer model VSTAR (Bailey and Kedziora-Chudczer, 2012)
based on spectral line data from HITRAN 2008 (Rothman et al., 2009). The resulting
spectrum is then convolved with the instrumental line shape model, in this case, the
Airy function expected for a Fabry–Perot etalon.

The observed spectrum is then divided by the model spectrum. What is left is pri-25

marily the instrument function that is needed, but there will also be residual features
due to imperfect fitting of spectral lines. Passing the divided spectrum through a low-
pass Fourier filter removes all the high frequency structure due to line residuals and
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leaves the low frequency structure due to the filter and ripple response. The process is
illustrated in Fig. 6. By combining several of these filter response curves the response
over the full range of the filter can be obtained. An example of the filter response for
the 1.58 µm filter is shown in Fig. 7.

Filter response curves derived from different observations are found to agree well,5

and are insensitive to model parameters used in the model spectrum, provided the
fitted model has a reasonable representation of the intensity of the stronger lines.

Observed spectra can then be divided by the instrument response to give final re-
duced spectra such as those shown in Fig. 8. Because the original solar model spec-
trum is flux calibrated, the resulting spectra are on a relative flux (Fν) scale, but lack10

an absolute calibration because the fraction of incident sunlight received by the fibre is
uncertain.

3.4 Signal to Noise Ratio

A direct estimate of the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) can be made by comparing ob-
served spectra from different observations. An example of this is shown in Fig. 9 which15

shows a region of spectrum from 6270 to 6285 cm−1 from three observed spectra from
the full sequence shown in Fig. 8. The upper panel shows the three spectra overlaid in
black, green and red. The lower panel shows the differences (green–black) and (red–
black). Some spectral lines show as weak features in the difference spectra as these
are telluric lines whose strength increases due to the changing zenith angle. The solar20

lines do not show any change between the three spectra. The lower panel shows the
noise level in the spectra and shows that this is relatively constant through the solar
spectral features. From the statistics of the difference plots in regions between telluric
features, a standard deviation of 0.00243 and 0.00238 is obtained for the two cases
plotted. Since this is the difference bewteen two observations the noise level on a sin-25

gle spectrum will be a factor of
√

2 lower giving 0.00171 or 0.00168. Relative to the
continuum level of 1.24 in the same (arbitrary) flux units, this gives a SNR ∼ 730.
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Almost the same value is obtained if the noise is measured from the dark measure-
ments on either side of a scan, and the signal is measured from the spectral scan
between them. For example for the 05:13 UTC observation from Fig. 5 the measured
noise is 1.66 mV, and the continuum signal is around 1.17 V giving a SNR ∼ 700. This
indicates that the SNR is determined almost entirely by the noise of the detector mod-5

ule. The temperature dependence shown in Fig. 3 then indicates that better SNR will
be achieved in lower temperature conditions. The figures quoted above were obtained
at a temperature of ∼ 32 ◦C. The noise values in Fig. 3 are lower than those quoted
above as they were measured with 1 s integrations, rather than the 200 ms integrations
used in the actual observations.10

Based on the manufacturer’s stated conversion gain for the detector module of 2×
1010 V W−1 and the typical observed solar signal with the spectrometer of about 1 V,
the detected power is ∼ 50 pW. The SNR due to photon shot noise at this power level
is ∼ 9000. This is much higher than the observed SNR of ∼ 700 and confirms that the
instrument is detector noise limited.15

The SNR of ∼ 700 is comparable with that of ∼ 900 reported by Washenfelder et al.
(2006) for the TCCON system. Analysis of the TCCON error budget by Wunch et al.

(2011) shows that the random noise on the spectra is a relatively small contribution to
the overall errors of ∼ 0.2 % achieved for CO2 retrievals. Given that there is scope for
further improvement by cooling the detectors this suggests that the SNR on the spectra20

is high enough that it will not be the limiting factor on the accuracy of retrievals of CO2
or CH4 concentrations.

3.5 Resolution and instrument line shape

The maximum resolution of the spectrometer, based on the information on the Fabry–
Perot tunable filter provided by the manufacturer, should correspond to a FWHM of25

0.10 cm−1. The measured resolution of the instrument, based on the fitting of mod-
els to the spectra as described in Sect. 3.3 is a FWHM of about 0.16 cm−1. There
are a number of possible reasons why the resolution may fall short of that predicted.
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Defects in the FP etalon such as departure from parallelism and reduction in reflectivity
may reduce the finesse of the etalon (Tanaka et al., 1995). The manufacturers data is
measured with polarized laser light. There are polarization sensitive effects referred to
in the Micron optics technical data, that may reduce the performance when using un-
polarized light. Resolution could also be reduced as a result of the scan process used5

in the instrument, due to the etalon spacing changing during integrations as a result
of creep effects. Electronic noise or residual ripple on the PZT drive signals could also
degrade the resolution.

The theroretical instrument line shape of a FP etalon is described by an Airy function.
This has more extended wings than the instrument line shape of a FTS or grating10

spectrometer. According to Micron Optics the instrument line shapes of their devices
agree very well with the theoretical Airy profile. The far wings of the line profile have
a significant effect on observed spectra because they can contribute additional light
that has the effect of decreasing the apparent strength of observed absorption lines.
The total amount of this excess light is determined by the width of the bandpass filter15

used to isolate the FP order. Any model fitting to spectra must model the full spectral
region covered by the filter in order to accurately represent the observed spectrum.

4 Conclusions and future work

A low-cost compact and portable spectrometer for the 1.52–1.67 µm wavelength region
has been built and tested. The spectrometer is based on the use of a single-mode fibre20

Fabry–Perot tunable filter device. The spectrometer has been used in conjunction with
a solar tracking system to obtain spectra of the Sun. The spectrometer suffers from
drifts in its wavelength calibration due to the phenomenon of creep in the piezoelectric
actuator. However, this effect can be corrected by calibrating spectra individually using
the known positions of solar spectral lines. The signal to noise ratio of solar spectra is25

about 700.
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It is planned to test the ability of the spectrometer to make accurate measurements
of the column abundances of CO2 and CH4, by using it alongside a high-resolution
Fourier Transform spectrometer. While the current spectrometer appears to have use-
ful capabilities for such work, the analysis of the instrument presented here suggests
a number of improvements that could be incorporated in a future version.5

The current instrument has a resolution of 0.16 cm−1. However, the tunable filter de-
vices are obtainable with much higher resolutions. Unlike the case with a FTS or grating
spectrometer, increasing the resolution would not increase the size of the instrument.
A somewhat higher resolution would be desirable to better resolve the actual widths of
atmospheric lines. The use of an etalon with similar finesse but higher order to achieve10

the higher resolution would also reduce the relative size of drifts due to the creep effect.
The temperature dependence of the zero point offset and noise of the detector in the

current system, suggests that improved performance would be obtained by moderate
cooling of the detector system (e.g. using a thermoelectric cooler) and stabilization
of its operating temperature. This would provide both a stable zero point, which is15

important for accurately measuring line strengths, and lower noise which could enable
faster scanning of spectra.

The current instrument requires completely cloud-free skies to produce quality spec-
tra because of its scanning mode of operation. Another improvement would be to feed
some of the light into a broad-band detector which measures simultaneously with the20

narrow-band spectral detector. Corrections could then be made for variations due to
thin cloud and aerosols. This would enable operation of the spectrometer in a wider
range of conditions.
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Table 1. Fabry–Perot tunable filter parameters.

Wavelength range 1.52–1.64 µm
Bandwidth 3.03 GHz
Free spectral range 0.124 µm
Finesse 5348
Insertion loss 2.8–3.3 dB
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Fig. 1. Main components of spectrometer system.
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Fig. 2. The spectrometer and its control computer.
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Fig. 3. Zero point offset of the detector and detector noise as a function of temperature.
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Fig. 4. Raw data from the spectrometer after zero point correction showing a series of spectra
recorded on 4 October 2012. The spectra are labelled by the UTC of the start of scan. All but
the last spectrum are offset vertically to avoid overlap.
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Fig. 5. The same set of spectra as in Fig. 4 after calibration in wavenumber. All but the last
spectrum are offset vertically to avoid overlap.
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Fig. 6. Illustration of procedure used to determne the filter calibration. The red points are an
observed spectrum and the black line is a model spectrum derived as described in the text. The
middle panel shows the result of dividing the observed spectrum by the model. The lower panel
is the result of Fourier filtering this to leave only low frequency structure which is the required
calibration curve.
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Fig. 7. Instrument response function for the 1.58 µm order sorting filter.
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Fig. 8. Final result of correcting the spectra from Fig. 5 using the instrument response function.
All but the last spectrum are offset vertically to avoid overlap.
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Fig. 9. Comparison of a small section of three different observed spectra in the same wave-
length region illustrating SNR in the spectra. Three different spectra are shown in black, green
and red. The lower panel shows the differences (red–black) and (green–black). The spectral
features that show up in the difference spectra are telluric absorption lines that increase in
strength due to the changing zenith angle.
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